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Following that, Simba played the video on his phone.

The surveillance footage showed the entrance to Wynn’s hotel suite. Two guys ran to the door and clashed
with the bodyguards there, who chased them out. Not long after, Philip followed them.

At this time, a group of people wearing masks appeared at the door. Immediately after, Anne opened the suite
door.

The leader of the group raised the baseball bat in his hands and hit Anne right on the head!

Subsequently, the footage showed Philip’s arrival and how the group of people ran away.

Seeing this, Philip clenched his fists tightly and took a deep breath with chills in his eyes!

He recognized this group of people. It was Hector, Angus, and several others who had clashed with him in the

bar earlier!

He did not expect his show of mercy to bring Anne harm!

Moreover, it could be seen that they were actually targeting him but since he was not around, they went after
the people inside the suite instead!

At this moment, Philip was feeling scared!

If Anne were not around, perhaps it would have been Wynn lying in that pool of blood and Wynn in the

operating room right now!



Damn it!

Hector Dunley, Angus Wager!

They deserved to die!

Just then, a low voice sounded from not far away. A police officer said, “Are you the victim’s family member?
My name is Ross Hogan. From now on, Anne Foster’s case will be handled by us.”

Philip looked over and saw a uniformed middle-aged man with an angular face and thick eyebrows.

He frowned slightly and asked, “Why are you here?”

Ross Hogan glanced at Philip, as well as Victor and Simba, who was standing respectfully next to him.

Ross was instantly shocked! He recognized Victor Bell!

He was one of the three lords of Uppercreek!

He was here, and by the looks of it, he had a lot of respect for the young man in front of him. This was not
what surprised Ross the most, though. It was that Simba was also here!

Ross knew of Simba’s reputation and had always admired him!

However, it was later heard that he began working for Victor Bell. Ross initially thought it was a rumor but it
turned out to be true. In that case, it seemed that the young man in front of him should not be underestimated.
With Victor and Simba accompanying him, it was enough to see that he had a high status.



Thus, Ross did not take Philip’s attitude to heart and merely said, “We received a report that there was a case

of intentional assault. We’re here to conduct further investigations. Please cooperate with us.”

Philip frowned and looked at Simba who immediately explained, “I didn’t notify the authorities.”

Then, his eyebrows tensed as he said, “The other party must’ve made the report. They don’t want us to
intervene. They must be pretty confident in clearing their trail and aren’t worried about the involvement of the
authorities at all.”

Hearing this, Philip frowned when he realized what Simba meant.

Hector Dunley wanted to resolve it through the normal channel and prevent Philip from getting involved.

By doing things this way, Hector had room to maneuver.
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